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Abstract
This paper addresses a delay-dependent synchronization stability problem for
discrete-time complex dynamical networks with interval time-varying delays and
randomly changing coupling strength. The randomly changing coupling strength is
considered with the concept of binomial distribution. By constructing a suitable
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional and utilizing reciprocally convex approach and
Finsler’s lemma, the proposed synchronization stability criteria for the networks are
established in terms of linear matrix inequalities which can be easily solved by various
effective optimization algorithms. The networks are represented by use of the
Kronecker product technique. The effectiveness of the proposed methods will be
verified via numerical examples.

1 Introduction
During the last few years, complex dynamic networks (CDNs), which is a set of inter-
connected nodes with specific dynamics, have received increasing attention from the real
world such as the Internet, the World Wide Web, social networks, electrical power grids,
global economic markets, and so on. Also, many models were proposed to describe vari-
ous complex networks, small-world network and scale-free network, etc. Formore details,
see the literature [–]. In the implementation of many practical CDNs, there exists time-
delay because of the finite speed of information processing or amplifiers. It is well known
that time-delay often causes undesirable dynamic behaviors such as oscillation and insta-
bility of the network. Therefore, various approaches to synchronization analysis for CDNs
with time-delay have been investigated in the literature [–]. By using network mod-
eling with coupling delays, Li et al. [] proposed, for the first time, the synchronization
criteria for the CDNs with time-delay which were expressed in the form of linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs). Koo et al. [] presented a synchronization criterion for singular CDNs
with time-varying delays. In [–], various synchronization problems are addressed for
discrete-time CDNs with time-delay. In this regard, discrete-time modeling with time-
delay plays an important role in many fields of CDNs. Moreover, to implement the net-
work, the network uses digital computers (usually a microprocessor or microcontrollers)
with the necessary input/output hardware. The fundamental character of the digital com-
puter is that it computes answers at discrete steps.
On the other hand, in [–], the problems for various systems with randomly occur-

ring delay, uncertainties and nonlinearitieswere considered. The randomly occurring con-
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siderations in these literature works are described by the Bernoulli distribution. Here, the
Bernoulli distribution is recognized as the experiment for the combination of U identical
subexperiments. For more details, let A be the elementary event having one of the two
possible outcomes as its element. Ā is the only other possible elementary event. At this
time, we shall repeat the basic experiments U times and determine the probability that A
is observed exactly v times out ofU trials. Such repeated experiments are called Bernoulli
trials []. Moveover, in [], the stability of stochastic difference equations was addressed
based on the Lyapunov functionals.
Regarding the CDNs, the coupling strength is the information of coupling strength be-

tween agents and a leader. Since an environmental change exists in practical networks, the
change of coupling strength is a considerable factor affecting dynamics for the worse of
the networks. At this point, the randomly changing coupling strength is being put to use
in the problem of synchronization stability for CDNs. Moreover, to the best of authors’
knowledge, the synchronization analysis of CDNs with changing coupling strength has
not been formulated yet.
Motivated by the results mentioned above, in this paper, a synchronization stability

problem for discrete-timeCDNswith interval time-varying delays and randomly changing
coupling strength will be studied. This information is one of randomly occurring coupling
strength with binomial distribution. Put simply, the first and simplest random variable is
the Bernoulli random variable. Let X be a random variable that takes on only two possi-
ble numerical values, X(�) = {, }, where � represents the universal set consisting of the
collection of all objects of interest in a particular context. Multiple independent Bernoulli
random variables can be combined to construct more sophisticated random variables.
Suppose X is the sum ofw independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random vari-
ables. ThenX is called a binomial randomvariablewith parametersw, the number of trials,
and p, the probability of success for each trial. Thus, the binomial distribution is a general-
ization of the Bernoulli distribution. Also, since delay-dependent analysismakes use of the
information on the size of time delay,more attention has been paid to the delay-dependent
analysis than to the delay-independent one []. That is, the former is generally less con-
servative than the latter. Therefore, a great number of results on a delay-dependent stabil-
ity condition for time-delay systems have been reported in the literature [–]. So, by
construction of a suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional and utilization of a reciprocally
convex approach [], a synchronization stability problem for discrete-time CDNs with
interval time-varying delays and randomly changing coupling strength is derived in terms
of LMIs which can be solved efficiently by use of standard convex optimization algorithms
such as interior-point methods []. Moreover, the discrete-time CDNs are represented
by use of the Kronecker product technique. Two numerical examples are included to show
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

Notation R
n is the n-dimensional Euclidean space, andR

m×n denotes the set of allm×n
real matrices. For real symmetric matrices X and Y , X > Y (respectively, X ≥ Y ) means
that the matrix X –Y is positive definite (respectively, nonnegative). X⊥ denotes the basis
for the null-space of X. In, n, and m×n denote n× n identity matrix, n× n and m× n
zero matrices, respectively. E{·} stands for the mathematical expectation operator. ‖ · ‖
refers to the Euclidean vector norm or the induced matrix norm. diag{· · · } denotes the
block diagonal matrix. � represents the elements below the main diagonal of a symmetric
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matrix. X[f (t)] ∈ R
m×n means that the elements of matrix X[f (t)] include the scalar value of

f (t).

2 Problem statements
Consider the following discrete-time CDNs with interval time-varying delays in the cou-
pling term

yi(k + ) = f
(
yi(k), yi

(
k – h(k)

))
+ c

N∑
j=

gij�yj
(
k – h(k)

)
, i = , , . . . ,N . ()

Here, N is the number of coupled nodes, n is the number of state of each node, yi(k) =
[yi(k), yi(k), . . . , yin(k)]T ∈ R

n is the state vector of the ith node. f (yi(k)) = [f (yi(k)),
f (yi(k)), . . . , f (yin(k))] ∈ R

n is a continuous differentiable vector function. The constant
c >  is the coupling strength. h(k) is an interval time-varying delay satisfying  ≤ hm ≤
h(k) ≤ hM , where hm and hM are known positive integers.

� = [γij]n×n is the inner-coupling matrix of nodes, in which γij �=  means two coupled
nodes are linked through their ith and jth state variables; otherwise, γij = . G = [gij]N×N

is the outer-coupling matrix of the network, in which gij is defined as follows. If there is a
connection between node i and node j (j �= i), then gij = gji = ; otherwise, gij = gji =  (j �= i),
and the diagonal elements of the matrix G are defined by

gii = –
N∑

j=,i�=j
gij = –

N∑
j=,i�=j

gji, i = , , . . . ,N . ()

In order to investigate the synchronization stability analysis for discrete-timeCDNswith
interval time-varying delays in the coupling term (), we introduce the following definition
and lemmas.

Definition  ([]) The discrete-time delayed dynamical network () is said to achieve
asymptotic synchronization if

y(k) = y(k) = · · · = yN (k) = s(k) as t → ∞, ()

where s(k) ∈R
n is a solution of an isolated node, satisfying s(k + ) = f (s(k), s(k – h(k))).

Lemma  ([]) Consider the network (). Let  = λ > λ ≥ · · · ≥ λN be the eigenvalues of
the outer-coupling matrix G. If the following N –  linear delayed difference equations are
asymptotically stable about their zero solution

xl(k + ) = Jxl(k) + Jdxl
(
k – h(k)

)
+ cλl�xl

(
k – h(k)

)
, l = , , . . . ,N , ()

where J and Jd are the Jacobian of f (x(k),x(k – h(k))) at s(k) and s(k – h(k)), respectively.
Then the synchronized states () are asymptotically stable.

For the convenience of synchronization analysis for the system (), the following Kro-
necker product and its properties are used.
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Lemma  (Kronecker product []) Let ⊗ denote the notation of the Kronecker product.
Then the following properties of the Kronecker product are easily established:

(i) (αA)⊗ B = A⊗ (αB),
(ii) (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B⊗C,
(iii) (A⊗ B)(C ⊗D) = (AC)⊗ (BD).

Let us define

x(k) =
[
xT (k),x

T
 (k), . . . ,x

T
N (k)

]T ∈R
(N–)n,

� = diag{λ, . . . ,λN } ∈R
(N–)n×(N–)n,

where N is the number of agents.
Then the system () can be rewritten in the matrix form

x(k + ) = (IN– ⊗ J)x(k) + (IN– ⊗ Jd)x
(
k – h(k)

)
+ c(� ⊗ �)x

(
k – h(k)

)
. ()

Moreover, it is assumed that the coupling strength has changed by the following assump-
tion.

Assumption  The coupling strength is randomly changing. This means that, ρm is a
stochastic process representing the information changing process of coupling strength;
that is, the transition of coupling strength is described by the following binomial proba-
bility:

Pr{ρm =m} =
(
l
m

)
ρm
 ( – ρ)l–m, m = , , . . . , l,

where m is the number of changes, ρ is the probability of change in one term and ρm

satisfies

E{ρm} = lρ.

With Assumption , a model of discrete-time CDNs with interval time-varying delays
in the coupling term and the above assumptions is considered as

x(k + ) = (IN– ⊗ J)x(k) +
(
IN– ⊗ Jd + ρmc(� ⊗ �)

)
x
(
k – h(k)

)
. ()

Remark  As mentioned in Section , the Bernoulli random variable takes on only two
possible numerical values, X(�) = {, }, where � represents the universal set consisting
of the collection of all objects of interest in a particular context. However, with parameters
w, the number of trials, and p, the probability of success for each trial, the binomial ran-
dom variable X is the sum of w independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random
variables. Thus, the former is more general than the latter. So, in this paper, the randomly
changing coupling strength is considered with the concept of binomial distribution. In
addition, the Bernoulli random variable has been used in the concept of randomly oc-
curring which has various types such as randomly occurring delay, randomly occurring
uncertainties, randomly occurring nonlinearities, and so on [–].
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Remark FromAssumption , the coupling strength per discrete step is changedwith the
multiple of given strength, c, and the number of changes,m. Also, the probability of change
is given as ρ. Based on the results mentioned above, for the concerned discrete-time
CDNs (), the coupling strength with the binomial random variable can be represented in
themodel of discrete-time CDNswith randomly changing coupling strength (). It should
be noted that this problem for the change of coupling strength has not been investigated
yet.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the delay-dependent synchronization stability
analysis for the system (). In order to do this, we introduce the following definition and
lemmas.

Lemma  For any constant matrix  < M = MT ∈ R
n×n, integers hm and hM satisfying

hm ≤ hM , and vector function x : {hm,hm + , . . . ,hM} →R
n, the following inequality holds:

–(hM – hm + )
hM∑
s=hm

xT (s)Mx(s)≤ –

( hM∑
s=hm

x(s)

)T

M

( hM∑
s=hm

x(s)

)
. ()

Proof From Lemma  in [], the following inequality holds for hm ≤ s ≤ hM :

[
xT (s)Mx(s) xT (s)

x(s) M–

]
≥ . ()

Sum of the inequality () from hm to hM yields

[∑hM
s=hm xT (s)Mx(s)

∑hM
s=hm xT (s)∑hM

s=hm x(s) (hM – hm + )M–

]
≥ . ()

Therefore, the inequality () is equivalent to the inequality () according to the Schur com-
plement []. �

Lemma  (Finsler’s lemma []) Let ζ ∈ R
n, � = �T ∈ R

n×n, and ϒ ∈ R
m×n such that

rank(ϒ) < n. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ζT�ζ < , ∀ϒζ = , ζ �= ,
(ii) ϒ⊥T

�ϒ⊥ < ,
(iii) ∃F ∈R

n×m :� + Fϒ + (Fϒ)T < .

3 Main results
In this section, we propose new synchronization criteria for the system (). For the sake of
simplicity on matrix representation, ei ∈ R

κ×κ , where κ = (N – )n, are defined as block
entry matrices, e.g., e = [κ , Iκ , κ , κ , κ ]T . The notations of several matrices are defined
as:

�x(k) = x(k + ) – x(k),

ζ (k) =
[
xT (k),xT (k – hm),xT

(
k – h(k)

)
,xT (k – hM),�xT (k)

]T ,
ξ (k) =

[
xT (k),�xT (k)

]T ,
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� = [e – e, e – e],

� = (e + e)(IN– ⊗ P)(e + e)T – e(IN– ⊗ P)eT ,

� = e(IN– ⊗Q)eT – e
(
IN– ⊗ (Q –Q)

)
eT – e(IN– ⊗Q)eT ,

� = e
(
IN– ⊗ (

hmR + (hM – hm)R
))
eT ()

+ (hM – hm)
(
e(IN– ⊗ S)eT – e

(
IN– ⊗ (S – S)

)
eT – e(IN– ⊗ S)eT

)
,

� = –(e – e)(IN– ⊗ R)(e – e)T

–�

[
IN– ⊗ (R + S) IN– ⊗M

� IN– ⊗ (R + S)

]
�T ,

� = (hM – hm)
(
e(IN– ⊗ R)eT + e(IN– ⊗ R)eT

)
,

� = � +� +� +� +�,

ϒ[ρm] =
[(
IN– ⊗ (J – In)

)
, κ ,

(
IN– ⊗ Jd + ρmc(� ⊗ �)

)
, κ , –Iκ

]
.

Now, the following theorem is given for synchronization stability of the model of
discrete-time CDNs with interval time-varying delays in the coupling term ().

Theorem For given positive integers hm, hM , l and positive scalars c, ρ < , the system ()
is asymptotically synchronous for hm ≤ h(k)≤ hM , if there exist positive matrices P ∈R

n×n,
Qi ∈R

n×n, Rj ∈ R
n×n, any symmetric matrices Si ∈ R

n×n, where i = ,  and j = , . . . , , and
any matrix M ∈ R

n×n satisfying the following LMIs:

(
ϒ⊥

[lρ]
)T

�
(
ϒ⊥

[lρ]
)
< κ , ()[

IN– ⊗ (R + S) IN– ⊗M

� IN– ⊗ (R + S)

]
≥ κ , ()

[
IN– ⊗ R IN– ⊗ S

� IN– ⊗ R

]
> κ ,

[
IN– ⊗ R IN– ⊗ S

� IN– ⊗ R

]
> κ ,

()

where � and ϒ[ρm] are defined in ().

Proof Let us consider the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional candidate as

V (k) = V(k) +V(k) +V(k) +V(k), ()

where

V(k) = xT (k)(IN– ⊗ P)x(k),

V(k) =
k–∑

s=k–hm

xT (s)(IN– ⊗Q)x(s) +
k–hm–∑
s=k–hM

xT (s)(IN– ⊗Q)x(s),

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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V(k) = hm
–∑

s=–hm

k–∑
u=k+s

�xT (u)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(u)

+ (hM – hm)
–hm–∑
s=–hM

k–∑
u=k+s

�xT (u)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(u),

V(k) = (hM – hm)
–hm–∑
s=–hM

k–∑
u=k+s

xT (u)(IN– ⊗ R)x(u)

+ (hM – hm)
–hm–∑
s=–hM

k–∑
u=k+s

�xT (u)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(u).

The mathematical expectation of the �V(k) and �V(k) are calculated as

E
{
�V(k)

}
= xT (k + )(IN– ⊗ P)x(k + ) – xT (k)(IN– ⊗ P)x(k)

=
(
�x(k) + x(k)

)T (IN– ⊗ P)
(
�x(k) + x(k)

)
– xT (k)(IN– ⊗ P)x(k)

= ζT (k)�ζ (k), ()

E
{
�V(k)

}
= xT (k)(IN– ⊗Q)x(k)

– xT (k – hm)
(
IN– ⊗ (Q –Q)

)
x(k – hm)

– xT (k – hM)(IN– ⊗Q)x(k – hM)

= ζT (k)�ζ (k). ()

By calculating the E{�V(k)}, we get

E
{
�V(k)

}
= �xT (k)

(
IN– ⊗ (

hmR + (hM – hm)R
))

�x(k)

– hm
k–∑

s=k–hm

�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s)

– (hM – hm)
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s). ()

Inspired by the work of [], the following two zero equalities hold with any symmetric
matrices S and S:

xT (k – hm)(IN– ⊗ S)x(k – hm) – xT
(
k – h(k)

)
(IN– ⊗ S)x

(
k – h(k)

)
=

k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

(
xT (s + )(IN– ⊗ S)x(s + ) – xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)x(s)

)

=
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

(
�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)�x(s) + xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)�x(s)

)
, ()
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and

xT
(
k – h(k)

)
(IN– ⊗ S)x

(
k – h(k)

)
– xT (k – hM)(IN– ⊗ S)x(k – hM)

=
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

(
xT (s + )(IN– ⊗ S)x(s + ) + xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)x(s)

)

=
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

(
�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)�x(s) + xT (s)(IN– ⊗ S)�x(s)

)
. ()

Here, Eqs. () and () still hold even when we multiply both sides by (hM – hm). So, by
adding the results into Eq. (), we get

E
{
�V(k)

}
= �xT (k)

(
IN– ⊗ (

hmR + (hM – hm)R
))

�x(k)

+ (hM – hm)xT (k – hm)(IN– ⊗ S)x(k – hm)

– (hM – hm)xT
(
k – h(k)

)(
IN– ⊗ (S – S)

)
x
(
k – h(k)

)
– (hM – hm)xT (k – hM)(IN– ⊗ S)x(k – hM) +� +�

= ζT (k)�ζ (k) +� +�, ()

where

� = –hm
k–∑

s=k–hm

�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s)

– (hM – hm)
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

�xT (s)
(
IN– ⊗ (R + S)

)
�x(s)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

�xT (s)
(
IN– ⊗ (R + S)

)
�x(s),

� = –(hM – hm)
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

ξT (s)

[
κ IN– ⊗ S
� κ

]
ξ (s)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

ξT (s)

[
κ IN– ⊗ S
� κ

]
ξ (s).

By Lemma , the term � in () can be estimated as

� ≤ –

( k–∑
s=k–hm

�x(s)

)T

(IN– ⊗ R)

( k–∑
s=k–hm

�x(s)

)

–

( k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

�x(s)

)T(
IN– ⊗ (R + S)

)( k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

�x(s)

)

–

(k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

�x(s)

)T(
IN– ⊗ (R + S)

)(k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

�x(s)

)

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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= –ζT (k)(e – e)(IN– ⊗ R)(e – e)Tζ (k)

– ζT (k)�

[ 
–α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S)) κ

� 
α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S))

]
�Tζ (k), ()

where α(k) = (hM – h(k))/(hM – hm).
Here, when hm < h(t) < hM , since α(k) satisfies  < α(t) < , by a reciprocally convex

approach [], the following inequality for any matrixM holds:

⎡
⎣ –

√
α(k)

–α(k) Iκ κ

�

√
–α(k)
α(k) Iκ

⎤
⎦[

IN– ⊗ (R + S) IN– ⊗M

� IN– ⊗ (R + S)

]

×
⎡
⎣ –

√
α(k)

–α(k) Iκ κ

�

√
–α(k)
α(k) Iκ

⎤
⎦ > κ ,

which implies

–

[ 
–α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S)) κ

� 
α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S))

]

< –

[
IN– ⊗ (R + S) IN– ⊗M

� IN– ⊗ (R + S)

]
. ()

Also, when h(k) = hm or h(k) = hM , we get

k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

�x(s) =
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

(
x(s + ) – x(s)

)
= x(k – hm) – x

(
k – h(k)

)
= x(k – hm) – x(k – hm) = κ×

or

k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

�x(s) =
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

(
x(s + ) – x(s)

)
= x

(
k – h(k)

)
– x(k – hM)

= x(k – hM) – x(k – hM) = κ×, ()

respectively.
Thus, if the inequality () holds, then from Eqs. () and (), the following inequality

still holds:

� ≤ –ζT (k)(e – e)(IN– ⊗ R)(e – e)Tζ (k)

– ζT (k)�

[ 
–α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S)) κ

� 
α(k) (IN– ⊗ (R + S))

]
�Tζ (k)

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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≤ –ζT (k)(e – e)(IN– ⊗ R)(e – e)Tζ (k)

– ζT (k)�

[
IN– ⊗ (R + S) IN– ⊗M

� IN– ⊗ (R + S)

]
�Tζ (k)

= ζT (k)�ζ (k),

which means

E
{
�V(k)

} ≤ ζT (k)(� +�)ζ (k) +�. ()

Lastly, the E{V(k)} is calculated as

E
{
�V(k)

}
= (hM – hm)

(
xT (k)(IN– ⊗ R)x(k) +�xT (k)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(k)

)
– (hM – hm)

k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

(
xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)x(s) +�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s)

)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

(
xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)x(s) +�xT (s)(IN– ⊗ R)�x(s)

)
= ζT (k)�ζ (k) +�, ()

where

� = –(hM – hm)
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

ξT (s)

[
IN– ⊗ R κ

� IN– ⊗ R

]
ξ (s)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

ξT (s)

[
IN– ⊗ R κ

� IN– ⊗ R

]
ξ (s).

Furthermore, if the inequalities () hold, then the E{�V(k)} + E{�V(k)} has an upper
bound as follows:

E
{
�V(k)

}
+E

{
�V(k)

} ≤ ζT (k)(� +� +�)ζ (k) + (� +�)

= ζT (k)(� +� +�)ζ (k)

– (hM – hm)
k–hm–∑
s=k–h(k)

ξT (s)

[
IN– ⊗ R IN– ⊗ S

� IN– ⊗ R

]
ξ (s)

– (hM – hm)
k–h(k)–∑
s=k–hM

ξT (s)

[
IN– ⊗ R IN– ⊗ S

� IN– ⊗ R

]
ξ (s)

≤ ζT (k)(� +� +�)ζ (k). ()

Therefore, from Eqs. ()-() and by application of the S-procedure [], the mathemat-
ical expectation on �V (k) has a new upper bound as

E
{
�V (k)

} ≤ E
{
ζT (k) (� +� +� +� +�)︸ ︷︷ ︸

�

ζ (k)
}
. ()

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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Also, the system () with the augmented vector ζ (k) can be rewritten as

E
{
ϒ[ρm]ζ (k)

}
= κ×, ()

where ϒ[ρm] is defined in ().
Then a delay-dependent stability condition for the system () is

E
{
ζT (k)�ζ (k)

}
<  ()

subject to

E
{
ϒ[ρm]ζ (k)

}
= κ×.

From Lemma (iii) and Assumption , the inequality () is equivalent to the following
condition:

E
{
� + Fϒ[ρm] + (Fϒ[ρm])T

}
= � + Fϒ[lρ] + (Fϒ[lρ])

T︸ ︷︷ ︸
�̃[lρ]

< κ , ()

where F is any matrix with appropriate dimension.
Here, by utilizing Lemma (ii), the condition () is equivalent to the following inequal-

ity:

(
ϒ⊥

[lρ]
)T

�
(
ϒ⊥

[lρ]
)
< κ . ()

From the inequality (), if the LMIs ()-() are satisfied, then the synchronization sta-
bility condition () holds by Definition . This completes our proof. �

As a special case, consider the following discrete-time CDNs with only interval time-
varying delays in nodes and randomly changing coupling strength:

yi(k + ) = f
(
yi(k), yi

(
k – h(k)

))
+ ρmc

N∑
j=

gij�yj(k), i = , , . . . ,N . ()

By use of the similar method in the driven procedure of themodel (), a model of discrete-
time CDNs () can be obtained as

x(k + ) =
(
IN– ⊗ J + ρmc(� ⊗ �)

)
x(k) + (IN– ⊗ Jd)x

(
k – h(k)

)
. ()

The following is given for synchronization stability of the model of discrete-time CDNs
with only interval time-varying delays in nodes ().

Theorem  For given positive integers hm, hM , l, and positive scalars c, ρ < , the system
() is asymptotically synchronous for hm ≤ h(k) ≤ hM , if there exist positive matrices P ∈

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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R
n×n, Qi ∈R

n×n, Rj ∈R
n×n, any symmetric matrices Si ∈R

n×n, i = , , j = , . . . , , and any
matrix M ∈R

n×n satisfying the following LMIs with () and ():

(
ϒ̂⊥

[lρ]
)T

�
(
ϒ̂⊥

[lρ]
)
< κ . ()

Proof The above criterion is derived in the similar method as the proof of Theorem ,
instead of the matrix ϒ[ρm], using the following matrix:

ϒ̂[ρm] =
[(
IN– ⊗ (J – In) + ρmc(� ⊗ �)

)
, κ , (IN– ⊗ Jd), κ , –Iκ

]
.

The other procedure is straightforward from the proof of Theorem , so it is omitted.
�

Remark  The systems () and () with randomly changing coupling strength and the
switched systems [–] are similar in the concept of changing parameters. In [–],
the various problems for the switched neural networks with time-invariant delay were
addressed. However, since time delay has not only a fixed value in a practical system [],
the concerned systems with interval time-varying delays were considered in this paper.
Moreover, the changing information of a parameter was considered with the probabilistic
rule; that is, the Bernoulli sequence.

4 Numerical examples
In this section, we provide two numerical examples to show the effectiveness of the pre-
sented stability criteria in this paper.

Example  Consider the following -order system with the structure in Figure  and the
inner-coupling matrix � = .In:

yi(k + ) = .yi(k) – yi(k) – .yi
(
k – h(k)

)
+ c

N∑
j=

gij�yj
(
k – h(k)

)
,

yi(k + ) = .yi(k) + .yi(k) – yi(k)yi(k) – .yi
(
k – h(k)

)
()

– .yi
(
k – h(k)

)
+ c

N∑
j=

gij�yj
(
k – h(k)

)
,

which is asymptotically stable at the equilibrium point s(k) =  and s(k – h(k)) = . To
analyse the synchronization stability for randomly changing coupling strength, the N – 

Figure 1 The structures of CDNs: (a) N = 5; (b) N = 10.

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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linear delayed difference equations () are

x(k + ) = (IN– ⊗ J)x(k) +
(
IN– ⊗ Jd + ρmc(� ⊗ �)

)
x
(
k – h(k)

)
()

with the Jacobian matrices

J =

[
. 
. .

]
, Jd =

[
–. 
–. –.

]
.

From Figure , the outer-coupling matrices are considered as two cases.
• Case :

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

–    
 –   
  –  
   – 
    –

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

• Case :

G =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

–         
 –        
  –       
   –      
    –     
     –    
      –   
       –  
        – 
         –

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

Moreover, from Case ,

� = diag{–.,–.,–.,–.}

and from Case ,

� = diag{–.,–.,–.,–.,–.,
– .,–.,–.,–.}.

The result of the maximum bound of time-delay with fixed c = ., l = , ρ = ., hm = 
and G in Case  provided by Theorem  is . For Case , Figure  shows the simulation
results for the state trajectories of the network () with h(k) = | sin(kπ/)|+.When the
coupling strength is changeless, the size of overshoot shown in Figure (b) is smaller than
the one shown in Figure (a) at time ∼ [sec]. Here, if we consider the setting time
and rise time on the basis of Figure (b), which are the results of an ideal model for CDNs
without the changing coupling strength, we know the effect of the change of coupling

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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Figure 2 State trajectories of Case 1: (a) With randomly changing coupling strength, ρmc; (b) With
fixed coupling strength, c (Example 1).

Figure 3 State trajectories of Case 2 with randomly changing coupling strength, ρmc (Example 1).

strength. Next, the result of maximum bound of time-delay with fixed c = , ρ = ., hm =
, and G in Case  by Theorem  is . With the condition of time-varying delay as h(k) =
| sin(kπ/)| + , the simulation results for the state trajectories of the network () are
shown in Figure . Also, this figure shows that the trajectories between the synchronized
states converge to zero under the time-delay h(k). Lastly, in Figure , the distribution of a
binomial random variable is drawn with the values of probability, ρ, . and ..

Example  Recall the system () in Example  and the structure shown in Figure . Thus,
consider the following coupled networks with only interval time-varying delay in nodes

x(k + ) = (IN– ⊗ J + ρmc(� ⊗ �)x(k) + (IN– ⊗ Jd)x
(
k – h(k)

)
, ()

where the associated parameters are defined in Example .
The simulation results for the state trajectories of the network () and the curve of

mode with the probability ρ = . are shown in Figure  with the condition of time-
varying delay as h(k) = | sin(kπ/)| +  (c = , l = , ρ = . and hm = ). At this time,
by Theorem , the maximum bound of time-delay is .

http://www.advancesindifferenceequations.com/content/2012/1/208
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Figure 4 The curves of the operation modes: (a) ρ0 = 0.7; (b) ρ0 = 0.2 (Example 1).

Figure 5 State trajectories and the curve of the operation modes (Example 2).

5 Conclusions
In this paper, new delay-dependent synchronization criteria for the discrete-time CDNs
with interval time-varying delays and randomly changing coupling strength are proposed.
The randomly changing coupling strength is considered with the concept of binomial dis-
tribution, which is a generalization of the Bernoulli distribution. To drive these results, the
suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional and reciprocally convex approach are used to ob-
tain the feasible region of synchronization stability criteria. Two numerical examples have
been given to show the effectiveness and usefulness of the presented criteria.
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